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data challenge

• A student should be able to bring to intro 
stats  any collection of data and by the end 
of class learn the tools need to discover 
knowledge otherwise unavailable.
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https://www.introdatascience.org/







Intro Stats Project
• Phase I:  Using a list of vetted data repositories, select a 

data set of interest to you.  Down load it, and upload it 
into StatCrunch.


• Phase II: Join a team of 3 students, and choose one of 
your datasets. For this dataset, write a paper that 
describes the data: who what where when why how etc.  
Pose three interesting questions that you believe can be 
answered by these data.


• Phase III:  Answer the questions you posed or explain 
why a question cannot be answered.  



Students’ Issues
• I uploaded a date, but a strange “random” number was uploaded instead. (data 

formats: dates, strings, characters, floating)


• Are observations people, or records? (hierarchical structures)


• I got several files zipped together.  Which one is the data? (file extensions, managing 
files)


• Which document do I download?  The documentation says it provides only SAS/SPSS/
Stata/ASCII, but not ‘csv”. (file extensions, managing files)


• What to do with fixed format?  (data storage)


• I click “download all files” but nothing opens up.  (file management)


• I can’t upload a .tsv file. (file extensions)


• I need step-by-step instructions. (?)



Four Suggestions For 
Moving Forward

1. Understand what "data" means.



"Modeling as a Core Component of Structuring Data", Konold, Finzer, Kreetong, 2017, SERJ. 



What do our students 
think?

• Bowler et al (2017*): What do students think the term 
“data” means?  2 camps: Data as a product of scholarly 
enterprise; Data in terms of the networked, digital world


• "...the teens...had varying interpretation of the nature of 
data...but most found it difficult to connect with data at a 
concrete and personal level."

* Proceedings from 80th annual meeting of association for information science & technology, Washington, dC, Oct 27-Nov 1, 2017



Four Suggestions For 
Moving Forward

1. Understand what "data" means.


2. Become a Nuisance to Computer Science Educators.



code.org



CSTA Standards



Four Suggestions For 
Moving Forward

1. Understand what "data" means.


2. Become a Nuisance to Computer Science Educators.


3.  Develop assessment tools to better understand the role 
of computation in understanding statistical concepts and 
performing data analysis.



Some course goals
• Learn to think with and about variability


• Understand how to represent data in different structures for 
analysis


• Ask probing and productive questions


• Recognize when questions can be and should be answered 
with data, and whether the data are appropriate


• Understand the role of chance variation in measurements.


• Understand the scope of inference





https://locus.statisticseducation.org/



Four Suggestions For 
Moving Forward

1. Understand what "data" means.


2. Become a Nuisance to Computer Science Educators.


3.  Develop assessment tools to better understand the role 
of computation in understanding statistical concepts and 
performing data analysis.


4. Bridge the gap between technology for learning and 
technology for doing



DoingLearning



• Ask Questions! 
• Use the Data Cycle 
• Give hard problems, but with a safety net.

What I've learned:

Next Steps:
• Understand students' conceptions of data. 
• Collaborate with CS educators (to the point 
of annoyance) 
• Measure the interaction of computational 
and statistical thinking 
• Bridge the gap.


